Topological materials exhibit protected edge modes that have been proposed for applications in for example spintronics and quantum computation. While a number of such systems exist [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , it would be desirable to be able to test theoretical proposals in an artificial system that allows precise control over the key parameters of the model [7] . The essential physics of several topological systems can be captured by tight-binding models, which can also be implemented in artificial lattices [6, 7] . Here, we show that this method can be realized in a vacancy lattice in a chlorine monolayer on a Cu(100) surface. We use low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to fabricate such lattices with atomic precision and probe the resulting local density of states (LDOS) with scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). We create analogues of two tight-binding models of fundamental importance: The polyacetylene (dimer) chain with topological domain wall states, and the Lieb lattice, featuring a lattice pseudospin 1 system with a flat electron band. These results provide the first steps in realizing designer quantum materials with tailored properties. [1, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] . A central goal of research has become to identify systems with a topological spectrum.
The topological theory of matter has its roots in the 70s and 80s studies of polyacetyle [8] , the quantum Hall effect [9] and superfluid 3 He [10] . The interest in the field exploded after the 2006 discovery of topological insulators [2, 3] . Crystalline solids exhibit a spectrum of energy bands constrained by the materials symmetries. Topological properties of the band structure give rise to protected boundary states that are the hallmark of topological materials. Well-known examples include chiral and helical states in quantum (spin) Hall systems and Majorana modes in topological superconductors [1, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] . A central goal of research has become to identify systems with a topological spectrum.
Theories of topological materials [15] are often formulated using tight-binding models describing hopping between localized electronic orbitals. This means that, given sufficient control, one can implement these models by assembling the corresponding structure from individual constituents that are suitably coupled. It is hence possible to build 'designer quantum materials' based on specific Hamiltonians through atomic assemblies. The STM is the central tool to fabricate and characterize structures at the atomic scale [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Recently, it was shown that vacancy defects in the c(2×2) chlorine superstructure on Cu(100) make an excellent system for large scale atomic assembly [20] . We show that individual Cl vacancies host a well-defined vacancy state below the band edge of the chlorine layer which interact when sufficiently close to each other. We demonstrate that it is possible to construct coupled lattices and implemented two Hamiltonians of general interest, the Su-SchriefferHeeger (SSH) dimer chain and the 2D Lieb lattice.
An overview image of the chlorine layer with several vacancies and typical dI/dV spectra of the vacancy states are shown in Fig. 1a . The surface is characterised by a slowly varying density of states around the Fermi energy and a prominent band edge at ca. 3.5 eV (green line in Fig. 1a ). The vacancy sites host an electronic state split off from this band edge (purple line).
We constructed vacancy dimers at different separations through lateral manipulation. dimer lies within the conduction band of the chlorine layer and thus gives poor contrast).
These are clear signatures of the formation of bonding and anti-bonding combinations of the vacancy state wavefunctions [21, 22] . Based on our data, we estimate the following hopping amplitudes: t short ≈ 0.138 eV, t long ≈ 0.039 eV and t long /t short ≈ 0.28. These results establish our premise that the vacancy states may be used to construct interacting lattices.
One of the simplest models in which topological states emerge is the SSH dimer chain, originally developed to describe the polyacetylene molecule and the soliton states within it [8] . The topologically protected domain-wall states in the SSH model provide a condensedmatter realization of the domain-wall states in the Jackiw-Rebbi model of (1+1) dimensional Dirac equation with a mass kink [23] . The SSH Hamiltonian is given by:
where the hopping parameter alternates between t i = t 0 ± δt for even/odd i. The system has a band gap determined by |δt|. The chain exists in two phases depending on the sign of δt and distinguished by a topological index, the winding number. Physically, this means that the two phases are distinguished by the location of the strong bonds. Mid-gap states are expected on the boundary between these two phases where δt changes sign. The characteristic localisation length of the domain-wall states in units of lattice constant is ξ = |t 0 − δt|/|δt|. In our experiment, we expect strongly localised states as δt ≈ 0.7t 0 .
The structure and a set of spectra for a short dimer chain can be found in Fig. 2a and b.
Two sets of states can be seen to extend throughout the chain above and below the vacancy state energy. In analogy to SSH model, we refer to the region in between these two bands as the gap and to states within it as sub-gap states despite their location far above the Fermi energy. According to our estimation of the coupling constants, we expect a band gap of
which agrees with our experimental findings. No sub-gap states exist within this structure.
We constructed a chain containing two domain walls, see through point spectroscopy. Fig. 2d shows a stacked contour plot of conductance spectra acquired along the chain. The bulk of the chain shows the same signatures as those shown in Fig. 2b . At the location of the domain walls however, a single resonance centred around the mid-gap energy emerges. These are the topologically protected mid-gap states predicted by the SSH model. To show that the presence of topological states is independent of the chain form, we also studied a ring-like structure with two embedded phase boundaries. This structure can be found in Fig. 2e with the corresponding conductance map at the mid-gap energy in Fig. 2f . As expected, mid-gap states located on the domain wall sites are found.
To show that the concept of lattice engineering can be generalised to more complex systems, we constructed a Lieb lattice structure from chlorine vacancies. This is a line centred square structure with a three atom unit cell, resulting in a fermionic system with a lattice pseudospin of 1. The band structure in the infinite limit consists of a Dirac cone on the corners of the first Brillouin zone intersected by a flat band at the Dirac energy. Such flat bands are prone to electronic instabilities near half filling and have been suggested to yield magnetic or superconducting order. The presence of flat bands could also enhance the properties of superconducting materials by increasing the critical temperature [24, 25] .
Depending on the nature of the interaction in the lattice, topological states may also emerge [26, 27] . While Lieb lattices have been studied in optical lattices and ultra cold atomic gases [28, 29] , no realisation using electronic states exist to our knowledge.
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A small Lieb lattice can be seen in Fig. 3a with point spectra taken on the A, B and C sites of the three atom unit cell presented in panel b. Fig. 3 shows constant height conductance maps acquired at different bias voltages. Between 2.85 V and 3.15 V the maps reveal an extended electronic state with higher intensity on the A sites. This finding is well reproduced by our tight binding simulation (see below). The signal distribution we observe here is characteristic of the dispersive bands in the Lieb lattice which converge to form the Dirac cone. The map taken at a bias of 3.5 V reveals a starkly different contrast:
There now is nearly no signal on the A sub-lattice while the B and C sites show up more prominently. This is the hallmark of the the flat electron band for which the Lieb lattice is known.
We performed tight binding simulations of the Lieb lattice based on our experimental structure and estimates of the hopping amplitudes. As the next-nearest neighbour coupling is non-zero, the flat band will be slightly distorted. We estimate the next-nearest neighbour interactions by assuming that the coupling between vacancies depends exponentially on the separation distance to obtain a value of t N N N ≈ 0.045 eV. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the results of the tight binding simulation. A good agreement with the experiment is found using our coupling estimates of t N N ≈ 0.14 eV and t N N N ≈ 0.045 eV, giving a ration of to those seen in ultra-cold atomic gases while working entirely with electronic states. The same concepts laid out here may be applied to mesoscopic building blocks such as quantum dots in order to produce quantum materials with tailored properties.
METHODS
All sample preparations and experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum system with a base pressure of ∼10 −10 mbar. The (100)-terminated copper single crystal was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ne + sputtering at 1.5 kV, annealing to 600 • C. To prepare the chloride structure, anhydrous CuCl 2 was deposited from an effusion cell held at 300
• C onto the warm crystal (T ≈ 150 -200
• C) for 180 seconds. The sample was held at the same temperature for 10 minutes following the deposition.
After the preparation, the sample was inserted into the low-temperature STM (Unisoku USM-1300) and all subsequent experiments were performed at T = 4.2K. STM images were taken in the constant current mode. dI/dV spectra were recorded by standard lockin detection while sweeping the sample bias in an open feedback loop configuration, with a peak-to-peak bias modulation of 20 mV at a frequency of 709 Hz. Line spectra were acquired in constant height; the feedback loop was not closed at any point between the acquisition of the first and last spectra. Manipulation of the chlorine vacancies was carried out using a procedure adapted from Ref. [20] . The tip was placed above a Cl atom adjacent to a vacancy site at 0.5 V bias voltage and the current was increased to 1 to 2 µA with the feedback circuit engaged. The tip was then dragged towards the vacancy site at a speed of up to 250 pm/s until a sharp jump in the z-position of the tip was observed. This procedure lead to the Cl atom and the vacancy site exchanging positions with high fidelity.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ALTERNATIVE DOMAIN WALL
The topological nature of the band structure in the dimer chains demands that there be a domain wall state associated with any transition from one of the phases to the other. This is demonstrated in the manuscript with the example of a domain wall in which sequence of the alternating coupling constants is changed by replacing a strong bond with a weak one.
The arrangement results in a sequence of three lattice sites coupled by weak bonds as shown in Fig. 2 of the manuscript. Another domain wall structure exists whereby a weak bond in the chain is replaced by a strong one. This results in a sequence of three lattice sites coupled by strong bonds. We constructed a dimer chain with such a domain wall an investigated its band structure to confirm the topological nature of the domain wall states. The chain is shown in Figure 4 . The domain wall state is not localised to a single lattice site as it was the case with the structure shown in Fig. 2 of the manuscript. It instead appears on both of the outer sites of the domain wall trimer. As confirmed by our theoretical calculation of the LDOS, it is nevertheless a single electronic state which is spread across both lattice sites, thus fulfilling the topological requirement of a single mid-gap state per domain wall.
ESTIMATING THE HOPPING PARAMETERS
A background subtraction using a reference spectrum acquired on the chlorine layer far away from any vacancies resulted in highly asymmetric line shapes and was abandoned as a result. To estimate the peak positions, we instead used the half maximum of the rising flank on the first peak as a marker. This approach can obviously only be used to estimate the position of the first resonance in each spectrum. The hopping parameters in the dimers can then be calculated by subtracting the energy estimate for the bonding peak from that of a single vacancy.
In order to estimate the next-nearest neighbour coupling in the Lieb lattice, we assumed an exponential dependence of the hopping parameters with distance. This model was fitted to the available data set, consisting of the long and short dimers shown in the manuscript text and a diagonal dimer with two vacancies touching each other at the corners.
TIGHT BINDING SIMULATIONS OF THE LIEB LATTICE
Based on our estimates of the coupling constants outlined above, we performed tight splits into a double shoulder for higher r N N N , which is not observed in the experiment.
Some key features of the experimental conductance maps are also better reproduced using r N N N = 0.33. In particular, the states are more confined towards he centre of the lattice at E = 2.85 V, but more uniformly distributed at E = 3.15 V. At the nearly flat band, simulations with r N N N = 0.33 reproduce the increased signal at the centre of the edges of the structure. In addition, the signal at the corners of the structure is also increased. We speculate that the strong signal on the corner sites observed in the experiment is due to coupling to states in the conduction band of the chlorine layer.
